California State University San Marcos
Academic Senate
2012/13

Chair: Jacqueline Trischman
Vice Chair: Vivienne Bennett
Secretary: Janet McDaniel
Parliamentarian: Beverlee Anderson

ACADEMIC SENATORS

CoBA (6)
Dalakas, Vassilis 11-13
Detzel, Larry 12-14
He, Shaoyi 11-13 (L S’12)
Meilich, Ofer 11-13
Tsay, Wenyuh 11-13
Watson, Kathleen 12-14

CEHHS (11)
Bennett, Deborah 12-14
Daoud, Annette 12-14
Elsbree, Anne René 12-14
Kohlby, Pam 11-13
Lawler, Brian 11-13
McDaniel, Janet 11-13
Nessler, Jeff 12-14
Stall, Patricia 12-14
Stowell, Laurie 12-14
Stuhr, Paul 12/13
Witzke, Kara 12/13

CHABSS (23)
Ahlers, Jocelyn 12-14
Bade, Bonnie 12-14
Bateman, Nicoleta 11-13
Bennett, Vivienne 12-14
Elise, Sharon 12-14
Glover, Karen 12-14 (lv S ’13)
Goldberg, Merryl 12-14

CHABSS (cont.)
Guthey, Greig 12-14
Hughes, Michael 11-13
Lutjens, Sheryl 12/13
McDuffie, Michael 11-13
McGuire, Laurette 12-14
Masroori, Cyrus Spring ’13
Mekenye, Reuben 12-14
Miller, Karina 12-14
Moss, Kristin 11-13
Moukhlis, Salah 12-14
Pulvers, Kimberly 11-13
Rolison, Garry 12/13
Shaw, Linda 11-13
Stricker, Pamela 11-13
Open seat, Spring ’13
Open seat, Spring ’13 (KG)

Library (2)
Chan, Ian 11-13
Meulemans, Yvonne 12-14

SSP-AR (1)
Williams, Camilla 12/13

Lecturer
Redela, Pamela 12-14

ASCSU (Statewide Senate)
Brodowsky, Glen 12-15
Meilich, Ofer 11-14

Staff Rep. 12/13
Domenica Pearl
Cipriano Vargas, ASI Rep. 12/13

Ex-Officio Members (non-voting): President, Provost, Vice Presidents, Associate Vice Presidents and Deans within Academic Affairs, CFA representative, and Past Senate Chair.

Committee Chairs (per Art. 5.1)
Sue Thompson, APC
Staci Beavers, BLP
Carmen Nava, FAC
Allison Carr, GEC
Ed Price, LATAC
Vassilis Dalakas, NEAC
Linda Shaw, PAC
Yvonne Meulemans, SAC
Yi Sun, UCC

Executive Committee of the Academic Senate (EC)

Jackie Trischman, Chair
Vivienne Bennett, Vice Chair
Janet McDaniel, Secty.
Sue Thompson, APC
Staci Beavers, BLP
Carmen Nava, FAC
Allison Carr, GEC
Ed Price, LATAC
Vassilis Dalakas, NEAC
Linda Shaw, PAC
Yvonne Meulemans, SAC
Yi Sun, UCC

Brodowsky/Meilich, ASCSU

Ex-Officio (non-voting):
Karen Haynes, President
Graham Oberem, Int. Provost
Garry Rolison, CFA rep.

Revised 3/6/2013
Standing Committees of the Academic Senate – Faculty Members

*Bold type denotes chair.*

**Academic Policy Committee (APC)**
- Karina Miller, At-large S ’13
- Chet Kumar, CoBA 12-14
  *Open seat*, CEHHS 12-14
- Salah Moukhlis, CHABSS 12-14
- Tejinder Neelon, CSM 11-13
- Sue Thompson, Library 11-13

**Budget & Long-Range Planning Committee (BLP)**
- Staci Beavers, At-large 12-14
- Kathleen Watson, CoBA 12-14
- Laurie Stowell, CEHHS 11-13
- Darel Engen, CHABSS 12-14
- Linda Holt, CSM 12/13
- Hua Yi, Library 11-13

**Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC)**
- Steve Nichols, At-Large 11-13
- Marion Geiger, At-large 12-14
- **Carmen Nava, At-large 12-14**
- Mohammad Oskoorouchi, CoBA 12/13
- Elizabeth Matthews, CHABSS 11-13
  *Open seat*, CEHHS 12/13
- Ahmad Hadaegh, CSM 12-14
- Sue Thompson, Library 12-14
- L. Gonzales for L. Makey, Lect. 12-14 (*Lv S ’13*)
- Mayra Besosa, CFA 11-13

**General Education Committee (GEC)**
- *Open seat*, CoBA 12-14
- *Open seat*, CEHHS-SoE 12/13
- Sara Witzke, CEHHS-HD/Kine/SoN 12-14
- Reuben Mekene, CHABSS-A&H 12-14
- Catherine Cucinella, CHABSS-A&H 12-14
- **Scott Greenwood, CHABSS-SBS 11-13**
  *Open seat*, CHABSS-SBS 12/13
- *Open seat*, CSM 12/13
- Marshall Whittlesey, CSM 12-14
- Allison Carr, Library 11-13 (on EC)

**Library & Academic Technology Advisory Committee (LATAC)**
- Shaoyi He, CoBA 11-13
  *Open seat*, CEHHS 12/13
- Greig Guthy, CHABSS 11-13
- **Ed Price, CSM 12-14**
- Ian Chan, Library 12-14

**Nominations, Elections, Appointments & Constitution Committee (NEAC)**
- Bob Sheath, At-large 11-13
- **Vassilis Dalakas, CoBA 12-14**
- Ana Hernandez, CEHHS 12/13
- Richelle Swan, CHABSS 11-13
- David Chien, CSM 12-14
- Carmen Mitchell, Library 12-14

**Program Assessment Committee (PAC)**
- Jill Weigt, At-large 12-14
- Catalin Ratiu, CoBA 12/13
- Moses Ochanji, CEHHS-SoE 11-13
- Jeff Nessler, CEHHS-HD/Kine/SoN 12-14
- Michelle Ramos-Pellicia, CHABSS-A&H 12/13
- **Linda Shaw, CHABSS-SBS 12-14**
  *Open seat*, CSM 12-14
- Toni Olivas, Library 11-13

**Promotion & Tenure Committee (P&T)**
*Seats must be contested. Members must be tenured full profs.*
- Kent Bolton, At-large 11-13
- Beverlee Anderson, CoBA 11-13
- Janet McDaniel, CEHHS 11-13
- Martha Stoddard-Holmes, CHABSS-A&H 12-14
- Cynthia Chavez-Metoyer, CHABSS-SBS 12-14
- Vicki Fabry, CSM 12-14
- Hua Yi, Library 12-14

**Student Affairs Committee (SAC)**
- Jay Robertson, At-large 12-14
- Miriam Schustack, At-large S ’13
- Wayne Neu, CoBA 11-13
- Erika Daniels, CEHHS 12-14
- Zhiwei Xiao, CHABSS S ’13
  *Open seat*, CSM 12-14
- **Yvonne Meulemans, Library 11-13**

**University Curriculum Committee (UCC)**
- Richelle Swan, At-large 12-14
- **Yi Sun, CoBA 11-13**
- Suzanne Moineau, CEHHS-SoE 12-14
- Paul Stuhr, CEHHS-HD/Kine/SoN 12-14
- Michael Hughes, CHABSS–A&H 11-13
- Konane Martinez, CHABSS–SBS S ’13
- Sajith Jayasinghe, CSM 11-13
- Matthew Escobar, CSM 12-14
- Judith Downie, Library 12-14
Other Committees – Faculty Members

Membership elected via NEAC.

Faculty Awards Selection Cmte. 12/13

*Traditionally chaired by prior year’s Brakebill award recipient

Rajandini Pillai, Chair & past recipient
Jeff Kohles, CoBA
Pat Stall, CEHHS
Karina Miller, CHABSS
Open seat, CSM
Ian Chan, Library
Marilyn Ribble, Lecturer

Faculty Grants Committee

Chair elected by committee. Members must be tenured.

Alyssa Sepinwall, At-large 12-14
Qi Sun, CoBA 12-14 (on leave S ’13)
Raj Pillai, CoBA S ’13
Todd Astorino, CEHHS 12/13
Salah Moukhlis, CHABSS-A&H 11-13
Pam Stricker, CHABSS-SBS 11-13
Open seat, CSM 12-14
Ann Fiegen, Library 12-14
Ludmila Matiash, Lecturer 11-13

Professional Leave Committee 12/13

*Chair TBD
Members must be full time and tenured.

Darci Strother, At-large
Robert Aboolian, CoBA
Kara Witzke, CEHHS
Salah Moukhlis, CHABSS-A&H
Bud Morris, CHABSS-SBS
Andre Kündig, CSM
Melanie Chu, Library

Student Grade Appeals Committee

Not elected, but appointed by NEAC.
Members must be tenured.

Sheryl Lutjens, At Large 11-13
Karno Ng - Chair, At Large 11-13
Chet Kumar, At Large 12-14
Ahmad Hadaegh, At Large 12-14
Jill Weigt, Alternate, At Large 11-13
M. Stoddard-Holmes, Alternate, At Large 11-13
Stephen Zera, Alternate At Large 12-14
Deborah Kristan, Alternate At Large 12-14

Student Grievance Committee

Not elected, but appointed by NEAC.
Members must be tenured.

Ofer Meilich, CoBA 11-13
Open seat, CEHHS 12/13
Zhiwei Xiao, CHABSS 12-14
Bill Kristan, CSM 12-14
Sue Thompson, Library 11-13
Karno Ng, Alternate At Large 12-14
William Kristan, Alternate At Large 11-13

Faculty Center Advisory Council

Chair by Center Director

Xiaoyu Zhang, At-large 12-14
Ofer Meilich, CoBA 12-14
Erika Daniels, CEHHS-SoE 12/13
Open seat, CEHHS-HD/Kine/SoN 12-14
Mtaiti Imara, CHABSS-A&H Spring ’13
Laurette McGuire, CHABSS-SBS 12/13
Stephen Tsui, CSM 12-14
Allison Carr, Library 12-14
Terri Metzger, Lecturer 11-13